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Core type output transformers each having a silicon steel core and enclosed in a metal case. 

Each has a separate electrostatic shield around each winding. These shields are elec
tricallY. separated from each other. The shields around windings (Blue-white Green) 
for No: 526A and (Blue Blue-white) for No. 526B are each connected to the core 
and case. 

Normally intended to mount on 1-1/4 inch horizontal centers and 1-3/4 inch vertical 
centers. However, where apace is required above or below the output transformer 
for the adjustment of relays, the output transformer should be rotated 90° clockwise 
when viewed from the mounting end and in this case 1-3/ 4 inch horizontal and 
vertical mounting centers are required. When ordering mounting plates for the 
latter arrangement, "Drill per arrangement A" should be specified. 

No. 526A: Has an impedance ratio of 15,000 to 80 ohms between windings (Blue-white 
Green) and (Red Red-white) and 15,000 to 4,800 ohms between windings (Blue-white 
Green) and (Red-white Blue). 

Intended to operate tuned to 1400 cycles per second by means of an external condenser 
acroaa the Blue-white and Green leads. 

No. 526B: Has an,impedance ratio of 20,000 to 600 ohms between windings (Blue Blue
white) and (Red Red-white). 

Intended to oper,te over the frequency range of 300 to 3000 cycles per se·cond. 

Code 
No. 
526A 

(a)626B 

Dimensions 
(Inches) 
A B 

3-1/2 6-1/2 
6 3-1/2 

Approx. D.C. Resistance (Ohms) 
of Windings 

(Rd Rd-wh) ( Rd-wh Bl) ( B1-wh _G-'-r )_('-B_l B_l_-w_h-'-) ___ R_a_ti"""'ng._____ 

3.3 176 400 - A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
100 - - 1500 " " 

(a) No. 626B has Blue and Blue-white leads at left and Red and Red-white leads at 
right looking at illustration. 
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